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ADVISOR AUTHORITY:

The Innovation and Issues that RIAs, Fee-Based Advisors and Investors
Care About Most
Letter from Craig Hawley, Head of Nationwide Advisory Solutions
Markets are moving faster and the world around us is becoming increasingly complex. Innovation continues at an
unprecedented pace, driven by regulatory changes, the power of consumer demand, the digital economy and advances in
technology. The race is on—and technology allows all of us to stay one step ahead. As it becomes more efficient, integrated
and intuitive, technology is helping create new categories of products and services that never existed, expanding access in
ways that were never expected, providing greater transparency and simplicity—and driving down costs to unprecedented
lows.
There is no technology that has done more to captivate the industry’s imagination—at the same time that it heightens
the anxieties of advisors and investors alike—quite like Artificial Intelligence. AI continues to dominate the headlines—
especially as the debate around online privacy continues to intensify and the impact of trading personal data for
convenience comes into question.
Once the domain of large institutions with deep pockets, Artificial Intelligence has been known for its use by industry
leaders like Amazon, Apple and Google to gain insight into consumer behavior, and by top portfolio managers and hedge
funds to gain an edge over the market. More recently, AI is being adopted by RIAs and fee-based advisors to enhance the
human connection with clients—and to gain an edge over the competition—by transforming every aspect of the customer
experience, from the front-end to the back office and opening the door to an entirely new universe of products and
solutions.
Today, you can use Artificial Intelligence to help evaluate complex problems, make more accurate predictions and arrive
at decisions with a greater degree of certainty and success. AI can quickly assess and organize complex information and
big data from disparate sources to efficiently identify patterns and trends, by employing refined algorithms, predictive
analytics, natural language processing, speech recognition, image recognition and other advances in machine learning.
And ultimately, AI is only as good as the data that is feeding it—and more importantly, the human that is interpreting it.
In this Advisor Authority Special Report, we help RIAs and fee-based advisors like you to prepare for the rise of AI. We help
explain how to harness the benefits of Artificial Intelligence to create a competitive advantage for your practice, enhance
current profitability and build a foundation for the future growth of your firm. We reveal how AI helps you improve the
advisor/investor relationship with current clients—and expand your offerings to attract a new category of client you’ve never
served before. We also discuss how you have a unique opportunity to help clients navigate the unknowns, understand the
benefits and bridge the “AI Divide.”
To help all advisors at every level tap into the tremendous potential of the independent fee-based channel, our 2018
Advisor Authority study, now in its fourth year, will provide you with an ongoing series of Special Reports in the months
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ahead, exploring the many issues and innovative solutions that matter most to RIAs, fee-based advisors and their clients.
Conducted for us by The Harris Poll, Advisor Authority surveys more than 750 RIAs and fee-based advisors nationwide,
including Highly Successful Advisors who are setting the trends in our industry, as well as over 800 individual investors,
from the Mass Affluent to the Ultra High Net Worth.
Nationwide Advisory Solutions got its start as Jefferson National, a company built from the ground up with a singular focus
on serving RIAs and fee-based advisors. We believe in the tremendous potential of the fee-based channel to drive new
innovation, disrupt the status quo and transform the future of our industry. We have never stopped in our efforts to develop
a deeper understanding of the challenges you face—and the solutions that you need to succeed. We will continue taking the
pulse of RIAs, fee-based advisors and their clients, to establish benchmarks and provide you with the actionable insights
that are so important for your success.
We believe you’ll find our research insightful. As always, we welcome your feedback about our findings and your
suggestions for next year’s study.

Sincerely,
Craig Hawley
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Demographics & Methodology
This is our fourth annual Advisor Authority study on the issues and innovative solutions that RIAs and fee-based advisors care about
most. It was conceived as a tool that takes the pulse of RIAs and fee-based advisors of all sizes and at every level of experience, to
establish benchmarks that you can use to measure your progress relative your peers—as well as to learn from recognized leaders and
industry innovators. As in previous years, we will publish a series of ongoing Special Reports that will be released from now through
year-end 2018.
Conducted on behalf of Nationwide Advisory Solutions by The Harris Poll, a leading independent market research firm, the online survey
was fielded from January 3 – February 21, 2018 using a sample from the Harris Poll Panel of Financial Advisors and Investors and its
partners. It reflects the viewpoints of more than 1,700 financial advisors and individual investors who reside in the U.S. This year’s study
includes 972 advisors in total. Among these respondents, we survey a “trended group” of 760 RIAs and fee-based advisors, who meet the
same qualification criteria as in prior years of our Advisor Authority research and will continue to be the primary focus in this year’s series
of Special Reports.
Of the “Trended” RIAs and Fee-Based Advisors

Gender

Age

33% 67%
Female

Male

Total AUM Managed (Individually)

14%
24%
%
29
23%
11%

Millennial
(18-37)

Generation X
(38-53)

Baby Boomer
(54-72)

45%

32%

22%

Less than
$25 million
$25 to less than
$50 million

ADVISOR
TYPE

■ Independent RIA
■ Broker Dealer Registered Representative
■ Dually Registered

6%
23%

23%

PERSONAL
INCOME

27%

Over
$250 million

TITLE

48%

43%

54%

$50 to less than
$100 million
$100 to less than
$250 million

1%
9%

23%

23%

Matures
(73+)

22%

■ Less than $100,000
■ $100,000-$149,999
■ $150,000-$249,999
■ Over $250,000
■ Decline to Answer

■ Owner or part -owner
■ Management
■ Non-management

15%
9%

3%

29%

ROLE

44%
■ Investment planner
■ Financial planner
■ Asset manager
■ Wealth manager
■ Other
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Among the 827 Investors, we surveyed:

208

206

Mass Affluent

208

Emerging High
Net Worth

205

High Net Worth

Ultra High
Net Worth

Investors are weighted where necessary by age by gender, race/ethnicity, region,
education, income, marital status, household size, investable assets and propensity to
be online in order to bring them in line with their actual proportions in the population.

Gender

Age

47 53
%

%

Female

Male

Millennial
(18-37)

Generation X
(38-53)

Baby Boomer
(54-72)

25%

21%

42%

Financial Decision Maker

59

%

Primary Financial
Decision Maker

41

Joint Financial
Decision Maker

Mass Affluent
$100,000 to less
than $500,000

18

%

14

%

$
Have a
financial advisor

58

%

Emerging HNW
$500,000 to less
than $1 Million

Advisor Relationship Status

60%

12%

Household Investable Assets

%

$

Matures
(73+)

40%

Do not have a
financial advisor

HNW
$1 Million to less
than $5 Million

10%

Ultra HNW
$5 Million or more
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HOW TO USE THIS SPECIAL REPORT
To help you recognize unseen opportunities and learn from industry innovators, in this Advisor Authority Special Report we
focus on the early adopters of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Early adopters are a subgroup of a broad set of financial advisors
(including RIA, Fee-Based, Broker Dealer and Wirehouse) who are familiar with AI and currently use AI in their advisory
practice. These early adopters, when compared to the RIAs and fee-based advisors in our study, are far more likely to say
their profitability will increase substantially in 2018 (37% vs 22%)—and more likely to say their financial outlook for 2018 is
very optimistic (34% vs 26%).
Early adopters are also more likely than RIAs and fee-based advisors to be Millennials (58% vs 45%). They are more likely
to be among the categories of High AUM Advisors who manage over $250 million (15% vs 11%) and High Earning Advisors
with income of more than $500,000 (16% vs 11%). They are more likely to be active managers (85% vs 78%) and to have a
dedicated in-house team for investment management (57% vs 42%). The ways that they think about and utilize AI will be
explored in depth throughout this Special Report.

Two Segments of Advisors:

"Trended" RIAs/Fee-Based Advisors

Early Adopters:

Mostly financial advisors who are either Registered
Investment Advisors (RIAs) or whose business is in part or
in whole fee-based, as opposed to commission-based

Are a subgroup of a broad set of financial advisors (including
RIA, Fee-Based, Broker Dealer and Wirehouse) who are
familiar with AI and currently use AI in their advisory practice

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisors

Early Adopter

22%
62%
12%
3%
<.5%

37%
55%
5%
3%
1%

1%

<.5%

Very optimistic
Somewhat optimistic
Neutral
Somewhat pessimistic

26%
41%
13%
12%

34%
28%
9%
14%

Very pessimistic

9%

15%

45%

58%

Generation X: 38-53 years

32%

35%

Baby Boom: 54-72 years

22%

7%

Matures: 73+ years

1%

<.5%

MEAN

42

37

Profitability in 2018
Increase substantially
Somewhat increase
Stay flat
Somewhat decrease
Decrease substantially
Don't know/Not Sure

Financial Outlook for 2018

Age
Millennial Age: 18-37 years

AUM Individually Managed
$0 to less than $25 million

14%

5% Report
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AUM Individually Managed

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisors

Early Adopter

$0 to less than $25 million

14%

5%

$25 to less than $50 million

24%

18%

$50 to less than $100 million

29%

37%

$100 to less than $250 million

23%

25%

Over $250 million (HIGH AUM)

11%

15%

Less than $100,000

23%

20%

$100,000 - $149,999

22%

23%

$150,000 - $249,999

27%

28%

Personal Income

$250,000 - $499,999

12%

10%

$500,000 or More (HIGH EARNING)

11%

16%

Decline to answer

6%

3%

Active management

78%

85%

Passive management

16%

13%

Neither/Other

6%

2%

Dedicated research/due diligence staff

42%

57%

Mix of third-party investment models + dedicated research/due diligence
staff

42%

32%

Third-party investment models

16%

11%

n=760

n=302

Investment Management Style

Investment Management Team

Segment Size
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INTRODUCING OUR SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS:
We interview leading subject matter experts to provide you with a deeper understanding of the innovations and issues that
matter most. In this Advisor Authority Special Report, our experts discuss the importance of keeping pace with innovations
in technology and reveal how they are preparing for the rise of AI. They share strategies for balancing short-term objectives
and long-term investments to ensure that they use AI and other technologies to achieve their vision for the future of their
firm.
You’ll find their expert commentary at various points throughout our Special Report, as well as a more in-depth interview
with each expert in a dedicated section at the end of this report. Through their innovative solutions and actionable insights,
you can harness the benefits of Artificial Intelligence to better understand your clients and help them achieve their financial
goals—while also creating a competitive advantage to help you drive the growth of your practice.

Michael Kitces
MSFS, MTAX, CFP®, CLU®, ChFC®, RHU®, REBC®, CASL®
Partner and the Director of Wealth Management, Pinnacle Advisory Group
Co-Founder, XY Planning Network
Michael Kitces is a Partner and the Director of Wealth Management for Pinnacle Advisory Group, a private
wealth management firm located in Columbia, Maryland that oversees approximately $1.8 billion of client
assets. In addition, he is a co-founder of the XY Planning Network, the former Practitioner Editor of the
Journal of Financial Planning, and the publisher of the e-newsletter The Kitces Report and the popular
financial planning industry blog Nerd’s Eye View through his website Kitces.com, dedicated to advancing
knowledge in financial planning.

Edward C. Swenson
Chief Operating Officer and Co-Founder
Dynasty Financial Partners
Mr. Swenson is responsible internally for all M&A and client servicing relationships and externally for
all major outside vendor and technology relationships established for the firm. Prior to Dynasty, he was
a Portfolio Manager for the Legg Mason Partners Large Cap Growth Fund. Mr. Swenson is a graduate of
both the London School of Economics and New York University’s Stern School of Business. He serves on
the boards of Citizens Union and the Urban Assembly New York Harbor School, where he also serves
as treasurer.
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Executive Summary
The Rise of AI: Harness the Benefits of Artificial Intelligence
Technology has become more efficient, integrated and intuitive, helping create new categories of products and services
that never existed, expanding access in ways that were never expected, providing greater transparency and simplicity—
and driving down costs to unprecedented lows. And there is no technology that has done more to captivate the industry’s
imagination—at the same time that it heightens the anxieties of advisors and investors alike—quite like Artificial
Intelligence.
What is Artificial Intelligence?
Artificial Intelligence was essentially born in 1956, when academics met at Dartmouth College to discuss the new premise
of “thinking machines.” In the ensuing years, its applications proved as diverse as IBM’s Deep Blue, which defeated world
chess champion Gary Kasparov in 1997, to Carnegie Mellon’s Libratus, which beat top champions in a 20-day tournament
of no-limit Texas Hold ‘Em in 2017, to the most recent advances in self driving cars and other autonomous devices that we
are seeing today.
Artificial Intelligence uses advances in machine learning to help you evaluate complex problems, make more accurate
predictions and arrive at decisions with a greater degree of certainty and success. AI can quickly assess and organize
complex information and big data from disparate sources, to efficiently identify patterns and trends by employing
refined algorithms, predictive analytics, natural language processing, speech recognition, image recognition and related
capabilities. But ultimately, AI is only as good as the data that is feeding it—and more importantly, the human that is
interpreting it.

Source: Hackernoon
For the purposes of this study, we define Artificial Intelligence (AI) as technology, software and systems capable of performing tasks such as data
analysis, reasoning, decision making, pattern recognition and speech recognition, with enhanced accuracy, capacity and speed, to help financial
advisors better understand and serve their clients.
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Every time a client interacts with your website, enters your client portal, reads your blog posts or replies to your emails,
Artificial Intelligence can help you to learn more about their needs and help you understand what matters most, to put
them at the center of everything you do. In this way, AI can help you perfect your current customer experience—or pivot and
shift—to personalize the experience for each individual client.
Likewise, AI is a powerful tool to attract and retain a new category of client you’ve never served before. Artificial Intelligence
helps you develop a better understanding of unknown prospects and rapidly make more informed decisions for resultsoriented marketing. It can expand your service offering in new ways, whether providing a simple low-cost Robo experience
to keep fees in check, or more sophisticated holistic planning solutions, to bring services such as estate planning, taxplanning and insurance in-house.
Artificial Intelligence also reduces the amount of time and money spent on more routine commoditized tasks, such as
basic portfolio management, so that you can focus on “the 20 percent of non-routine tasks that drive 80 percent of value
creation.” AI not only creates more time for you to meet face-to-face and one-on-one with your clients—it also allows you
to enhance the quality of these meetings.
Prepare for the rise of AI. Understand how to harness the benefits of Artificial Intelligence so you can create a competitive
advantage for your practice, enhance current profitability, better serve your clients and build a foundation for the future
growth of your firm.

HELP CLIENTS BRIDGE THE AI DIVIDE: Familiarity High—But Outlook Mixed
Investors: Only 42% optimistic about AI’s impact—and only 44% believe they will benefit from AI
RIAs and Fee-Based Advisors: Over half (56%) optimistic—and two-thirds (66%) say AI will create a competitive edge
Early Adopters: 7 in 10 (70%) optimistic—and vast majority (94%) say AI provides a competitive edge

PREPARE FOR THE RISE OF AI: Adoption Low—But Poised to Grow in Next 12 months
RIAs and Fee-Based Advisors: Only one-third (33%) use AI in their practice—but more than half (51%) plan to expand/add it to their
practice over next 12 months
Early Adopters: Nearly 9 in 10 (88%) added AI in past 12 months—and over 8 in 10 (84%) plan to add more over next 12 months

AI WILL IMPROVE THE ADVISOR/INVESTOR RELATIONSHIP: What are the Top Ways?
Among those Investors, RIAs and Fee-Based Advisors, and Early Adopters who believe Integration of AI will improve Advisor/
Investor relationship, top benefits include:
Increase accessibility and affordability of financial planning (46%, 42% and 40%)
Provide more accurate predictions about clients’ future needs and behavior (39%, 38% and 38%)
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BUT NOTHING CAN REPLACE FACE-TO-FACE: Even in an age of instantaneous digital communications
Investors, RIAs and Fee-Based Advisors, and Early Adopters all agree:
Face-to-face meetings are their preferred form of communication (37%, 36% and 30%)

ADVISORS WILL USE AI TO BUILD THEIR BUSINESS BY BETTER SERVING CLIENTS:
Top Ways of using Artificial Intelligence in the next 12 months include: Protect portfolios, understand current needs, predict future
preferences, and provide personalized planning

ADVISORS AGREE AI WILL HELP IN SELECTING PRODUCTS TO ACHIEVE CLIENTS’ FINANCIAL GOALS:
RIAs and Fee-Based Advisors: Nearly three-fourths (73%)
Early Adopters: Vast majority (90%)

PROTECTING PRIVACY IS A PRIORITY: Investors and Advisors Share Top Concerns
Top Two Risks, according to Investors, RIAs and Fee-Based Advisors, and Early Adopters:
Cyber security risks associated with sharing personal and financial information (54%, 43% and 43%)
Privacy concerns about sharing personal and financial information (38%, 36% and 37%).
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HELPING CLIENTS BRIDGE THE AI DIVIDE:
Familiarity High—But Outlook Mixed
Artificial Intelligence is dominating the headlines—especially as the debate around online privacy continues to intensify and the impact
of trading personal data for convenience comes into question. While investors are cautiously optimistic about AI, advisors are more
confident. They have a unique opportunity to help clients navigate the unknowns, understand the benefits and bridge the “AI Divide.”
Among investors, two-thirds (66%) are familiar with Artificial Intelligence (with 23% extremely/very familiar and 43% somewhat familiar).
But only 42% say they are optimistic about AI’s impact on financial planning. Likewise, only 44% believe they will benefit from its use.
Among RIAs and fee-based advisors, familiarity is much higher (83%) (with 40% extremely/very familiar and 43% somewhat familiar).
Likewise, the outlook is more positive, with over half (56%) saying they are optimistic. In fact, two-thirds of RIAs and fee-based advisors
(66%) believe Artificial Intelligence will give them and their firm a competitive edge.
Among the early adopters of Artificial Intelligence, the outlook is not only far more optimistic (70%)—the vast majority of early adopters
(94%) believe that AI provides them with a competitive edge.

FAMILIARITY HIGH: INVESTORS AND ADVISORS FAMILIAR WITH AI

Familiarity High: Investors & Advisors Familiar with AI
8%

13%

15%

66%

27%

83%

Familiar

Familiar

43%

Extremely familiar
Very familiar
Somewhat familiar
Just know the phrase

43%

Never heard of AI

26%
15%
7%
Investors

Investors

2%
"Trended" RIAs/Fee-Based Advisor Group
"Trended" RIAs/Fee-based Advisor Group
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OUTLOOK
MIXED: INVESTORS
LESS OPTIMISTIC
THAN ADVISORS
Outlook Mixed:
Investors
Less Optimistic
than Advisors
& Early Adopters
AND EARLY ADOPTERS

INVESTORS

INVESTORS

42%

OPTIMISTIC

"TRENDED" ADVISORS

“TRENDED” ADVISORS

EARLY ADOPTERS

EARLY ADOPTER

56%

70%

OPTIMISTIC

OPTIMISTIC

DO INVESTORS BELIEVE INTEGRATING AI WITH FINANCIAL
PLANNING WILL BENEFIT THEM AND THEIR FAMILIES?

44%
Yes

23%
No

33%
Don’t know/Not sure
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ADVISORS SEE THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OF AI
EARLY ADOPTERS

"TRENDED" ADVISORS

Yes

66%

94%

16%
18%

5%
1%

No

Don’t know/Not sure

"Start with these questions: If I only have 24 hours in a day, how do I spend my time most effectively
so I can get the highest ROI on my precious time as an advisor? How do I take low value actions and
automate them completely? How do I spend my time only on high value actions?"
Edward C. Swenson,
Chief Operating Officer and Co-Founder, Dynasty Financial Partners

"AI, once it’s fully implemented, will give advisors a competitive advantage over those that don’t adopt
it. The core of what we do is give financial advice, and AI will help us give better financial advice."
Michael Kitces,
MSFS, MTAX, CFP®, CLU®, ChFC®, RHU®, REBC®, CASL®
Partner and the Director of Wealth Management, Pinnacle Advisory Group
Co-Founder, XY Planning Network
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PREPARE FOR THE RISE OF AI:
Adoption Low—But Poised to Grow
While just one-third of RIAs and fee-based advisors (33%) currently use AI in their practice, more than half (51%) plan to integrate AI into
their practice over the next 12 months.
Meanwhile, nearly 9 in 10 early adopters (88%) have already been integrating AI into their practice during the past 12 months—and more
than 8 in 10 (84%) plan to expand integration over the next 12 months.

RIA/FEE-BASED AI ADOPTION LOW

EARLY ADOPTER AI INTEGRATION STRONG

3%
11%

1%

11%

1%

1%

11%

33%

63%

88%
88%

88%

YesYes

No
No

Don't
know/not
sure
Don't know/not
sure

Yes
Yes

No
No

Don't know/not
sure
Don't
know/not
sure

Plans
ToTOExpand/Integrate
PLANS
EXPAND/INTEGRATEAI
AI
(NEXT
MONTHS)
(next
1212months)

84%

Plans To Expand/Integrate AI
(next 12 months)

84%

51%
51%

27%

22%

27%

22%

10%

5%

10%

Yes

Yes

No

No

5%

Don't know/Not sure

Don't know/Not sure

"Trended"
RIAs/Fee-Based
Group
"Trended"
RIAs/Fee-BasedAdvisor
Advisor Group

Adopter
EarlyEarly
Adopter
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AI WILL IMPROVE THE ADVISOR/INVESTOR RELATIONSHIP:
Greater Access to Affordable Planning and Deeper Understanding of Clients
In last year’s Advisor Authority study, we explored all aspects of the advisor/investor relationship. Our findings revealed that a strong
advisor/investor relationship is the foundation for creating a successful Customer Experience—essential for nurturing and retaining
satisfied clients, and a competitive advantage that is fundamental for the growth and health of a profitable practice.
Artificial Intelligence can truly deepen this relationship, and help create this competitive advantage. Leveraging Artificial Intelligence
with big data, advanced analytics and predictive profiling to deliver real time personalization, advisors can truly enhance the one-on-one
relationship with their clients—to better anticipate their needs, know their demands and serve them in the way they want to be served.
Yet investors' perceptions are mixed. Only 42% agree that AI will improve the advisor/investor relationship—and 37% say they don’t know
or are not sure. RIAs and fee-based advisors are more confident, and two-thirds (66%) agree AI will improve this relationship. Early
adopters of Artificial Intelligence are the most confident, with the vast majority (89%) convinced that AI will improve the advisor/investor
relationship.

PERCEPTIONS MIXED: INVESTORS LESS CONFIDENT THAN ADVISORS ON
WHETHER AI WILL IMPROVE ADVISOR/INVESTOR RELATIONSHIP
INVESTORS

"TRENDED" ADVISORS

42%

66%

YES

YES

EARLY ADOPTERS

89%
YES

“AI helps you respond to client's needs—potentially before they even know that they have them. It helps
you give them what they want, when they want it.”

Edward C. Swenson,
Chief Operating Officer and Co-Founder, Dynasty Financial Partners
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Among the investors, RIAs and fee-based advisors, and early adopters who believe that Artificial Intelligence will improve the advisor/
investor relationship, there is alignment. All three groups say that the top ways AI will improve this relationship include increasing
accessibility and affordability of financial planning (46%, 42% and 40%) and making accurate predictions about clients’ future needs and
behavior (39%, 38% and 38%).
As we learned in last year’s study, investors also say that performance matters for a strong advisor/investor relationship. And they
believe a top way Artificial Intelligence will improve this relationship is to help engineer investing strategies for better returns (44%).
On the other hand, RIAs and fee-based advisors as well as early adopters are more likely to say AI will help them protect clients’ assets
against market risk (40% and 42%) and are less likely to say AI helps them engineer strategies for better returns (29% and 36%).

TOPAligned
THREE
AIWays
WILL
ADVISOR/INVESTOR
RELATIONSHIP
on WAYS
Top Three
AI IMPROVE
Will ImproveTHE
the Advisor/Investor
Relationship
Aligned on Top Three Ways AI Will Improve the Advisor/Investor Relationship
Increase accessibility and affordability of financial planning

42%
40%

Increase accessibility and affordability of financial planning
Advisors engineer investing strategies for better returns

42%
44% 40%

29%

36%
29%
39%
38%
38%

Advisors engineer investing strategies for better returns
Advisors make accurate predictions about clients’ future needs and behavior
Advisors make accurate predictions about clients’ future needs and behavior

37%
37%
40%

Advisors free up time to focus on one-on-one relationships with clients
Advisors free up time to focus on one-on-one relationships with clients

34%

Advisors protect clients’ assets against market risk
Advisors protect clients’ assets against market risk

32%

Advisors provide for more personalized, holistic planning strategies

34%

Advisors provide for more personalized, holistic planning strategies

27%

Advisors understand more about clients’ current needs and behavior
Advisors understand more about clients’ current needs and behavior
Investors
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"Trended" RIAs/Fee-Based Advisor Group
Investors

36%
39%
38%
38%
37%
37%
40%

38%
32%

34%
40%
37%
27%

40%
42%
38%

40%
37%

Early Adopter

"In the future, AI tells us to meet with clients because it already knows there is something to talk about
where we can add value. It will make meetings with clients more meaningful."
Michael Kitces,
MSFS, MTAX, CFP®, CLU®, ChFC®, RHU®, REBC®, CASL®
Partner and the Director of Wealth Management, Pinnacle Advisory Group
Co-Founder, XY Planning Network
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BUT NOTHING CAN REPLACE FACE-TO-FACE:
Even in the Age of Instantaneous Digital Communications
Last year’s Advisor Authority study also revealed that communication is key on both sides of the advisor/investor relationship—second
only to trust in its importance. Even in an age of instantaneous digital communications, and anywhere/anytime technology, this year’s
findings confirm that investors, RIAs and fee-based advisors, and early adopters all agree that face-to-face meetings are their preferred
form of communication (37%, 36% and 30%).
Likewise, investors agree with RIAs and fee-based advisors that regular in-person meetings are most effective for learning about clients’
expectations (41% and 33%), while analyzing data on client behavior and preferences is the top choice among early adopters (26%). In
other words, while clients don’t want you to replace face-to-face and one-on-one with Artificial Intelligence any time soon, you can use AI
not only to create more free time that you can spend meeting with your clients—you can also use it to provide deeper insights on clients’
needs and behaviors to help you enhance the quality of these meetings.

PREFERRED FORM OF COMMUNICATION: FACE-TO-FACE COMES FIRST
INVESTORS

INVESTORS

"TRENDED" ADVISORS

“TRENDED” ADVISORS

37%

Face-to-face meetings

31%

Phone call
Email

17%

Quarterly report

6%

EARLY ADOPTERS

EARLY ADOPTERS

36%
22%

30%
16%

21%

19%

4%

5%

Video chat (e.g. Skype, Google
Hangouts, etc.)

3%

5%

8%

Text messages

3%

4%

7%

Social media
In-app messages

2%
1%

6%
2%

11%
4%
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MOST EFFECTIVE FOR LEARNING ABOUT CLIENTS’ EXPECTATIONS

41%

Initiating regular, in-person meetings

Regularly requesting feedback around
experience and expectations
Analyzing data on client/my behavior and
preferences

33%

20%

17%
23%

21%

16%

26%

19%

Client on-boarding questionnaires

7%

Client satisfaction surveys

7%

15%

8%

2%

Don't know/Not sure

EARLY
ADOPTERS

"TRENDED"
ADVISORS

INVESTORS

10%

14%
20%
<.5%

*”Other” not displayed

"Clients, especially the Ultra High Net Worth, value two things very much—time and experiences. AI is
effective for both."

Edward C. Swenson,
Chief Operating Officer and Co-Founder, Dynasty Financial Partners

"AI would spot the planning opportunities, and know when a planning opportunity merits an advisor to
intervene and take action, or when a planning opportunity simply merits an automated response."
Michael Kitces,
MSFS, MTAX, CFP®, CLU®, ChFC®, RHU®, REBC®, CASL®
Partner and the Director of Wealth Management, Pinnacle Advisory Group
Co-Founder, XY Planning Network
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ADVISORS USE AI TO BUILD THEIR BUSINESS:
Attract and Retain Clients with New Solutions for Personalized Holistic Planning
In order to drive greater growth and achieve the greatest profitability, Advisor Authority has consistently shown that advisors must
differentiate themselves to attract new clients, as well as retain current clients and clients’ heirs. Adding new clients is consistently
rated as the top way to enhance profitability year-over-year (54% in 2018, 53% in 2017, 56% in 2016) and is rated number one this year by
RIAs and fee-based advisors (54%) as well as by early adopters (40%).
Technology is also among the top drivers for enhancing profitability—this year rated fourth by RIAs and fee-based advisors (29%) and
rated a close second by early adopters of AI (39%). Technology is essential to managing costs for a more efficient practice—and driving
growth through a more effective practice. RIAs and fee-based advisors agree with early adopters of AI that the top ways technology has
benefitted their business over the past 12 months includes improved efficiencies (36% and 27%), improved client relationships (30% and
28%), increased accuracy (25% and 28%), attracted the next generation of clients (23% and 27%) and enhanced work/life balance (21%
and 20%).

Top 5 Ways to Enhance Profitability

(over
next 12 months)
TOP 5 WAYS TO
ENHANCE
PROFITABILITY

(OVER NEXT 12 MONTHS)

54%

Top 5 Ways to Enhance Profitability
(over next 12 months)

40%
54%

39%
31%

31%

40%

30%

29%

39%

26%

24%
31%

31%

30%

29%
26%

24%

Adding new clients
Adding New
Clients

Adding new clients

Targeting HNW clients
Targetting Hnw
Clients

Attracting/Retaining
clients' heirs
Attracting/Retaining
Clients' Heirs

"Trended" RIAs/Fee-Based Advisor Group

Targeting HNW clients

26%

Attracting/Retaining
clients' heirs

"Trended" RIAs/Fee-Based Advisor Group

26%

Adding new technology Adding younger generation
of clients
Adding New
Adding
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Technology
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Generation Of Clients

Adding new technology Adding younger generation
of clients
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TOP 5 WAYS TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS ADVISORS’ BUSINESS
(OVER NEXT 12 MONTHS)
Top 5 Ways Technology
Benefitted Advisors’ Business
(past 12 months)

36%

Improved efficiencies
Top 5 Ways to Enhance Profitability

27%

(over next 12 months)

54%

30%
28%

Improved client relationships

40%

39%

Increased accuracy
31%

31%

Attracted the next generation of clients

28%
30%

29%
24%

23%

Targeting HNW clients

26%

26%

27%

21%
20%

Enhanced work/life balance

Adding new clients

25%

Attracting/Retaining

Adding new technology Adding younger generation
of clients
Early Adopter

clients'Advisor
heirs Group
"Trended" RIAs/Fee-Based

"Trended" RIAs/Fee-Based Advisor Group

Early Adopter

AI can clearly help in this mission of growing your practice, by attracting and retaining clients. RIAs and fee-based advisors—and early
adopters to an even greater degree—say the top three ways they plan to use Artificial Intelligence over the next twelve months are
centered squarely on serving their clients. This includes protecting clients’ assets against market risk (37% and 50%), improving their
understanding of clients’ current needs and behaviors (35% and 48%) and predicting clients’ future needs and behavior (33% and 41%).
AI also has the potential to grow your practice, by expanding your service offerings to attract a new category of client you’ve never served
before, whether providing a simple low-cost Robo experience to keep fees in check, or more sophisticated holistic planning solutions,
to bring services such as estate planning, tax-planning and insurance in-house. In fact, among their top priorities, RIAs and fee-based
advisors also agree with early adopters that they will use AI to provide more personalized, holistic financial planning (27% and 36%)—an
important factor which has been identified year-over-year (23% in 2018, 26% in 2017, 26% in 2016) as one of the top reasons investors
choose to work with an advisor.
Likewise, nearly three-fourths of RIAs and fee-based advisors (73%) agree with the vast majority of early adopters (90%) that AI will help
them select products to achieve clients’ financial goals. All advisors should take note.
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TOP WAYS ADVISORS WILL USE AI: BETTER SERVE AND UNDERSTAND THEIR CLIENTS
NEXT
12 MONTHS)
Top Ways Advisors Will(OVER
Use AI:
Better
Serve and Understand Their Clients
(next 12 months)

Top 5 Ways to Enhance Profitability
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PROTECTING PRIVACY IS A PRIORITY:
Investors and Advisors Share Top Concerns
Despite the many benefits of Artificial Intelligence, investors and advisors share many of the same concerns. As the debate around online
privacy continues to intensify and the impact of trading personal data for convenience comes into question, investors, RIAs and fee-based
advisors, and early adopters all agree that cyber security breaches at corporations such as Equifax, Yahoo! and Target increase their
concerns about using AI (81%, 80% and 85%).
When asked their top three concerns about using AI, investors, RIAs and fee-based advisors, and early adopters all agree that among
their top two include cyber security risks associated with sharing personal and financial information (54%, 43% and 43%) and privacy
concerns about sharing personal and financial information (38%, 36% and 37%).
Also among their top three concerns, investors worry that AI gives technology too much autonomy (36%), while RIAs and fee based
advisors are more apprehensive about the lack of education about AI (33%). It is interesting to note that early adopters—who say they are
far more optimistic about the impact of Artificial Intelligence and almost unanimously agree it gives them a competitive advantage—also
say that one of their top concerns when using AI is that technology will replace human advice (34%).
As long as investors continue to place a premium on trust, face-to-face communication and a personal one-on-one relationship, AI is
not likely to replace human advice anytime soon. But all the more reason to start using AI to strategically meet clients’ demands for
customized offerings, holistic planning—and putting their best interests first. As you prepare for the rise of AI, create a unique customer
experience by finding the right balance between high tech and high touch to ensure you have time to focus on what matters most: your
client.

CYBER SECURITY BREACHES INCREASE CONCERNS ABOUT USING AI
Cyber Security Breaches Increase Concerns About Using AI
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SECURITY AND PRIVACY AMONG TOP THREE CONCERNS WHEN USING AI
Security and Privacy Among Top Three Concerns When Using AI
43%
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Cyber security risks associated with sharing personal and financial information
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"Clients want a better outcome—and if using AI means you can spend more time with clients, provide
better outcomes for clients, ultimately they won't care that you used AI. They care about the outcomes
and how it benefits them."
Michael Kitces,
MSFS, MTAX, CFP®, CLU®, ChFC®, RHU®, REBC®, CASL®
Partner and the Director of Wealth Management, Pinnacle Advisory Group
Co-Founder, XY Planning Network
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TOP FINANCIAL CONCERNS OVER THE NEXT 12 MONTHS: INVESTOR/ADVISOR ALIGNMENT CHECK
All
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Saving enough for retirement

All
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28%
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15%

15%

THE FUTURE OF THE
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
33%
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SUBJECT MATTER
EXPERT INTERVIEWS
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12%

22%
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Investors remain more concerned about protecting assets: Advisors rate protecting assets third (28%), while investors rate it
number one (33%). These concerns increase for the HNW (41%) and Ultra HNW (40%). Take the time to understand why—and proactively
educate clients on effective solutions for protecting assets.

We interview leading subject matter experts to provide you with a deeper understanding
of
the innovations
and issues
that matter
most.
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prepare for and live in retirement. But note that among the HNW and Ultra HNW, concerns about saving enough for retirement decline
reveal how they are preparing for the rise of AI. They share strategies for balancing
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the HNW rating taxes third (32%) and
Ultra HNW rating taxes second (29%).

Investors more concerned about inflation than advisors may realize: Advisors rate inflation tenth (12%) while investors rate it
sixth (15%). Take this opportunity to learn why—and proactively educate clients on effective solutions to hedge against inflation.

LDER

“You have to get the experience to earn a client’s trust. And where you don’t have the experience, you need to leverage others’

O
PLACEH

experience. You need to build the right partnerships, and engage the right experts. In fact, the importance of partnerships
never stops—even for the most seasoned and experienced advisors.”
Jason Pinkham, Managing Director,
Relationship Management & Transition Services,
Dynasty Financial Partners
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Michael Kitces MSFS, MTAX, CFP®, CLU®, ChFC®, RHU®, REBC®, CASL®
Partner and the Director of Wealth Management, Pinnacle Advisory Group
Co-Founder, XY Planning Network
Advisor Authority: Where does AI fit into the mix of technology that advisors are using today—and what does it look like?
KITCES: I love technology, and I love that technology is making our world easier, so I'm very optimistic about the potential of Artificial Intelligence. But
I don’t think most financial advisors today are really using AI—at least, not in a way that I would define AI: where you use technology but the technology
does the thinking for you, makes the decisions for you, and where the system is actually learning to get better at those decisions. We’re not there yet. Yes,
right now there is robotic automation for the repetitive, administrative, low-value tasks—which gives us more time to do the intelligent high-value tasks.
Yes, there is technology to take data, do the number crunching, and give us the output—but it’s still up to the advisor to analyze and evaluate the output
and decide on the recommendation. All of this is a positive, but it’s a step before real AI.

AA: Describe the future state of Artificial Intelligence for financial planning in the digital age.
KITCES: I see Artificial Intelligence continuously monitoring every client's financial plan and providing a continuous feed of all of their data through
account aggregation, cross-referenced with all of their financial planning goals. It will serve advisors alerts every morning about which clients have a
planning opportunity that we should call, or video chat, or meet with the client to discuss: It's time to refinance your mortgage; you're doing a great job on
managing you budget this month; your retirement plan is off track; or you're falling behind on your savings goals and you need to cut your spending.
AI would spot the planning opportunities, and know when a planning opportunity merits an advisor to intervene and take action, or when a planning
opportunity simply merits an automated response. Right now, most of us meet with our clients just to “check in” and find out if there's anything to actually
talk about! In the future, AI tells us to meet because it already knows there is something to talk about where we can add value. It will make meetings with
clients more meaningful. And with AI, every executable process is potentially a machine learning exercise to better identify the planning opportunities, the
actions, and the benefits of the implemented outcomes in the future. That’s when you're beginning to talk about true Artificial Intelligence.

AA: How can advisors help their clients bridge the AI Divide?
KITCES: Most consumers are not entirely ready for Artificial Intelligence. Most have grown up with movies on AI—and they're not good movies; they’re
usually dystopian movies about the war between humans and Artificial Intelligence when things go wrong! We don't have a lot of examples of utopian
societies built on AI! Which means in the near term, to make clients more at ease with Artificial Intelligence, make it invisible. Clients want a better
outcome—and if using AI means you can spend more time with clients, provide better outcomes for clients, ultimately they won't care that you used AI.
They care about the outcomes and how it benefits them.

AA: What will it take for more advisors to adopt Artificial Intelligence?
KITCES: In the simplest terms, when it comes to AI, there are two types of advisors - advisors who do what Artificial Intelligence can or will do and
advisors who add value on top of what Artificial Intelligence will be able to do. The advisors in the first group will never adopt Artificial Intelligence because
when they do, they are made irrelevant by AI and they lose their jobs! The advisors in the second category will naturally adopt the Artificial Intelligence
because it will make them more efficient, more successful and able to spend more time with their clients. They won’t need “convincing”, because they’ll
already readily see the efficiency benefits.

AA: Do you think Artificial Intelligence is going to give advisors a competitive advantage?
KITCES: AI, once it’s fully implemented, will give advisors a competitive advantage over those that don’t adopt it. The core of what we do is give financial
advice, and AI will help us give better financial advice. At the end of the day, that is the primary value proposition clients will pay for, and those who give the
best advice – which may ultimately be AI-leveraged best advice – will win with superior outcomes for their clients.

AA: Do you think that Artificial Intelligence will replace human advice?
KITCES: Absolutely not. Artificial Intelligence will continue to get better and we will continue to build our value on top. But computers today are already a
billion times more powerful than 30 years ago, and very few advisors are unemployed as a result. Instead, we’re even better at what we do, and have more
time to give value-added advice as reams of administrative tasks we once did in the past fall to the wayside. More generally, the rise of computers didn’t
cause mass unemployment – instead, we have computer programmers, developers, and whole industries and categories of jobs that didn't exist until the
computers showed up. They were job creators!

AA: If you could ask 700 advisors one question, what would it be?
KITCES: The question I would put to advisors, both rhetorically and because it would be interesting to know, is if technology is going to continue to get
smarter, where or how do you plan to add your value on top?

AA: If you could ask 700 investors one question, what would you want to know?
KITCES: Along the same lines, if technology is going to keep getting better at helping you with your financial life, what value do you want from an advisor
that you don't think the computer alone is ever going to give you?
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Edward C. Swenson
Chief Operating Officer and Co-Founder Dynasty Financial Partners
Advisor Authority: Artificial Intelligence dominates the headlines like no other technology. How should advisors think about AI?
SWENSON: I've always been a big believer that you don't think about technology for the sake of technology—you think about your goal and choose the
technology to help achieve that goal. The guiding principles around the technology you deploy have a lot to do with the size of your firm, your capabilities,
and most importantly your end goals.
To lay the groundwork on how we at Dynasty think about Artificial Intelligence, it starts with two different paths. One is looking externally at how AI is used
to optimize the client experiences. The other looks internally at how AI helps advisors run a practice that is more efficient, more profitable—and ultimately
more successful.

AA: How can Artificial Intelligence enhance the client experience?
SWENSON: AI gives you the ability to mine data, metrics, and business intelligence, and listen to thousands of clients at once. It guides you to take the
right action, and makes sure you don't miss anything as an advisor. AI helps you respond to client's needs—potentially before they even know that they
have them. It helps you give them what they want, when they want it. AI allows you to have impactful conversations that are much more meaningful to your
client.
I break it down to three levels. Level one is about scale. AI allows us to touch more with clients and to give them exactly what they want more efficiently
and effectively. Level two is using AI as a powerful framework to meet clients’ current needs, by comparing their peers’ needs - whether it be the level
of AUM or the risk profile—or gathering more qualitative information like priorities and concerns. Level three is that AI allows us to develop predictive
profiles to look ahead and anticipate clients’ needs as they go through different stages of life and different cycles of wealth.

AA: How can Artificial Intelligence benefit the advisor’s practice?
SWENSON: Focus on using AI to drive growth, drive profitability, achieve scale and further the professionalization of your own wealth management
practice. Start with these questions: If I only have 24 hours in a day, how do I spend my time most effectively so I can get the highest ROI on my precious
time as an advisor? How do I take low value actions and automate them completely? How do I spend my time only on high value actions?
If I can automate 80% to 90% of the day-to-day low value administrative work, then I'm going to run a more successful practice. Firms with profit margins
between 20% to 30% are high performing, successful firms. So, the goal is to use AI and other technologies to increase profit margins, which will increase
the valuation of the firm.

AA: What do you consider most important to effectively implement AI?
SWENSON: To start, one of the most important aspects of AI—and I can’t emphasize this enough— is the need to have great data to support it. Data
provides the fundamental building blocks for AI. Going forward, the industry has to pivot to data being the centerpiece of almost everything. You see it play
out from an M&A perspective. The Envestnet acquisition of Yodlee and Wheelhouse Analytics—now called Envision—was a data play. You see it in the rise
of companies like Quovo. Owning, having access to, controlling the quality of, and mining data is what makes AI work.
That means having the right CRM. One, a CRM is essential to manage and mine data. Two, the best CRM systems enable automation and complete
mobility, even time-saving features like talk to text, so you only spend time on the high value actions. Three, it creates structure and coordination across
your team, and helps you to more clearly articulate deliverables—to hold you and your team accountable. That is really important as you scale, and as you
grow. Invest aggressively and take the time right now to build ahead to what the model will be five years in the future. It really is worth the investment of
money time. The benefits will greatly outweigh the costs.

AA: If you could ask 700 advisors one question, what would it be?
SWENSON: Do you have a business growth partner?
AA: And if you could ask 700 investors one question, what would you want to know?
SWENSON: What is the single most important adjective in describing your ideal financial advisor?
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APPENDIX
To help you recognize unseen opportunities and learn from industry innovators, in this Advisor Authority Special Report we focus on the Early Adopters of
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Early adopters are a subgroup of a broad set of financial advisors (including RIA, Fee-Based, Broker Dealer, and Wirehouse) who
are familiar with AI and currently use AI in their advisory practice.

Familiarity with AI:
Q1555 How familiar are you with Artificial Intelligence?
BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS

“Trended” RIAs/FeeBased Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=760

n=302

n=483

EXTREMELY/VERY/SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR

83%

100%A

100%A

EXTREMELY/VERY FAMILIAR

40%

72%AC

39%

13%C

31%AC

11%

27%

41%AC

28%

43%B

28%

61%AB

Just know the Phrase

15%BC

-

-

Never heard of Artificial Intelligence

2%BC

-

-

“Trended” RIAs/FeeBased Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=633

n=302

n=483

OPTIMISTIC (NET)

56%C

70%AC

52%

Very optimistic

24%C

38%AC

19%

Extremely Familiar
Very Familiar

Somewhat Familiar

Outlook on Impact of AI:
Q1560 Overall, how would you describe your outlook
on the impact of Artificial Intelligence on financial
planning?
BASE: AT LEAST SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR WITH AI

Somewhat optimistic
Neutral

PESSIMISTIC (NET)

32%

32%

34%

21%B

10%

25%AB

20%

20%

19%

Somewhat pessimistic

14%B

10%

15%

Very pessimistic

6%C

9%AB

4%

Don’t know/Not sure

3%B

<.5%

3%B

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=633

n=302

n=483

Yes

66%C

94%AC

56%

No

16%B

5%

21%AB

Don't know/Not sure

18%B

1%

23%AB

Competitive Advantage:
Q1605 Do you believe integrating Artificial Intelligence
will give you and your firm a competitive edge in the
financial industry/with financial planning will benefit
you and your family?
BASE: AT LEAST SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR WITH AI
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Integration/Expansion of AI in Next 12 Months:
Q1570 Do you plan to expand integration of/integrate
Artificial Intelligence into your practice over the next
12 months?

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=633

n=302

n=483

Yes

51%C

84%AC

37%

No

27%B

10%

36%AB

Don't know/Not sure

22%B

5%

27%AB

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=633

n=302

n=483

Yes

66%C

89%AC

56%

No

16%B

8%

22%AB

Don't know/Not sure

18%B

3%

22%AB

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=416

n=270

n=269

Increase accessibility and affordability of financial
planning

42%

40%

42%

Advisors engineer investing strategies for better returns

29%

36%AC

28%

Advisors make accurate predictions about clients’
future needs and behavior

38%

38%

39%

Advisors free up time to focus on one-on-one
relationships with clients

37%

40%

36%

Advisors protect clients’ assets against market risk

40%

42%

38%

Advisors provide for more personalized, holistic
planning strategies

38%

34%

43%AB

Advisors understand more about clients’ current needs
and behavior

40%

37%

39%

Other

<.5%

-

<.5%

BASE: ADVISORS AT LEAST SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR
WITH AI

Impact on Advisor/Investor Relationship:
Q1580 Do you believe the integration of AI with
financial planning will improve the advisor/investor
relationship?
BASE: AT LEAST SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR WITH AI

Top Three Ways AI Will Improve the Advisor/Investor Relationship
Q1585 In which of the following ways, do you believe
the integration of AI with financial planning will
improve the advisor/investor relationship?
It will help…
BASE: BELIEVES INTEGRATION OF AI WILL IMPROVE
RELATIONSHIP
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Preferred Form of Communication
Q935 What is your preferred form of communication
with your financial advisor/clients?

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

BASE: QUALIFIED ADVISORS OR QUALIFIED
INVESTORS WITH ADVISOR

n=760

n=302

n=483

Face-to-face meetings

36%B

30%

36%

Phone call

22%B

16%

23%B

Email

21%

19%

24%A

Quarterly report

4%

5%

4%

Video chat (e.g. Skype, Google Hangouts, etc.)

5%

8%AC

4%

Text messages

4%C

7%AC

2%

Social media

6%C

11%AC

4%

2%

4%A

2%

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=760

n=302

n=483

33%B

17%

34%B

Regularly requesting feedback around experience and
expectations

21%

23%

20%

Analyzing data on client/my behavior and preferences

19%

26%AC

18%

Client on-boarding questionnaires

10%

14%AC

8%

Client satisfaction surveys

15%

20%A

17%

Don't know/Not sure

2%B

<.5%

2%

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=760

n=302

n=483

In-app messages
*“Other” excluded from table

Most Effective for Learning about Clients’ Expectations
Q1050 Which one of the following methods is most
effective for learning about your clients’/would
you prefer your advisor use to learn about your
expectations?
BASE: QUALIFIED ADVISORS OR INVESTORS WITH AN
ADVISOR
Initiating regular, in-person meetings

*“Other” excluded from table

Top 5 Ways to Enhance Profitability
Q835 What will be the most important thing you do to
enhance the profitability of your practice over the next
12 months?
BASE: QUALIFIED ADVISORS
Adding new clients

54%B

40%

56%B

Targeting high net worth clients

31%

31%

34%

Attracting/retaining clients' heirs

30%B

24%

31%B

Adding new technology

29%

39%AC

28%

Adding younger generation of clients

26%

26%

27%
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Top 5 Ways Technology Benefits Advisors’ Business (Past 12 Months)
Q1550 What are the top ways technology has impacted
your business over the past 12 months?

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=760

n=302

n=483

BASE: QUALIFIED ADVISORS
Improved efficiencies

36%B

27%

37%B

Improved client relationships

30%

28%

30%

Increased accuracy

25%

28%

25%

Attracted the next generation of clients

23%

27%

24%

Enhanced work/life balance

21%

20%

21%

Top Ways Advisors Will Use AI: Better Serve and Understand Their Clients (Next 12 Months)
Q1575 In which of the following ways, if at all, do
you plan to use Artificial Intelligence in the next 12
months?

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=633

n=302

n=483

Better protect clients’ assets against market risk

37%C

50%AC

30%

Better understand clients’ current needs and behavior

35%C

48%AC

28%

Better predict clients’ future needs and behavior

33%

41%AC

30%

Better provide more personalized, holistic financial
planning

27%

36%AC

25%

Engineer investing strategies for better returns

26%

29%

23%

Improve back-office efficiencies

23%

33%AC

22%

Simplify compliance

22%

29%AC

21%

BASE: ADVISORS AT LEAST SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR
WITH AI

Other

-

-

-

I do not plan to use Artificial Intelligence over the next
12 months

15%B

-

22%AB

Don’t know/Not sure

6%B

<.5%

7%B

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=760

n=302

n=483

73%

90%AC

73%

Strongly agree

19%C

41%AC

14%

Somewhat agree

55%B

49%

60%AB

DISAGREE (NET)

27%B

10%

27%B

Somewhat disagree

20%B

6%

21%B

Strongly disagree

7%B

4%

6%

AI Can Help Clients Achieve Financial Goals
Q1600 Do you agree or disagree with the following
statement: AI will help me select products to achieve
clients’ financial goals.
BASE: QUALIFIED ADVISORS
AGREE (NET)
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Cyber Security Breaches Increase Concerns about Using AI
Q1610 How much, if at all, do cyber security breaches
at corporations such as Equifax, Yahoo! and Target
increase your concerns about integrating/working
with an advisor who integrates AI with financial
planning?

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=633

n=302

n=483

INCREASE (NET)

80%C

85%AC

77%

Significantly increases my concerns

29%C

35%AC

24%

Somewhat increases my concerns

51%

50%

53%

Does not increase my concerns at all

16%

14%

19%

Don't know/Not sure

4%B

1%

4%B

“Trended” RIAs/Fee-Based
Advisor Group [A]

Early Adopter [B]

Do Not Use AI [C]

n=633

n=302

n=483

Cyber security risks associated with sharing
personal and financial information

43%

43%

41%

Privacy concerns about sharing personal and
financial information

36%

37%

35%

Gives technology too much autonomy

32%

32%

31%

Complexity of integrating Artificial Intelligence
into an advisor’s practice

30%

28%

31%

Technology will replace human advice

28%

34%AC

26%

Lack of education about Artificial Intelligence

33%

30%

34%

Consumers do not accept the use of Artificial
Intelligence

23%

27%

22%

Industry does not accept the use of Artificial
Intelligence

13%

20%AC

13%

Other

1%

-

1%

None - I have no concerns about integrating
Artificial Intelligence with financial planning

5%

3%

6%AB

BASE: AT LEAST SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR WITH AI

Top Three Concerns when Using AI
Q1590 Which of the following, if any, are your biggest
concerns about integrating AI with financial planning?
Select up to three.
BASE: AT LEAST SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR WITH AI
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Methodology
The fourth annual Advisory Authority Survey was conducted online within the United States by The Harris Poll on behalf of Nationwide Advisory
Solutions from January 3 – February 21, 2018 among 972 financial advisors and 827 investors, ages 18+. Among the 972 financial advisors,
there were 508 Registered Investment Advisors and 464 Broker/Dealers. Included in this group of financial advisors is a new segment of 212
Wirehouse Broker/Dealers that is excluded from trended data to allow for year-over-year comparisons. Among the 827 investors, there were
208 Mass Affluent, 206 Emerging High Net Worth, 208 High Net Worth and 205 Ultra High Net Worth. Investors are weighted where necessary
by age by gender, race/ethnicity, region, education, income, marital status, household size, investable assets and propensity to be online to
bring them in line with their actual proportions in the population.
Respondents for this survey were selected from among those who have agreed to participate in Harris Poll surveys. Because the sample is
based on those who were invited to participate in the Harris Poll online research panel, no estimates of theoretical sampling error can be
calculated.
Field Periods:
2018

January 3 – February 21

2017

March 13 – April 7

2016

March 3 – March 28

2015

April 13 – April 24

Reading the Data in this Report
Responses may not add up to 100% due to weighting, computer rounding, or the acceptance of multiple responses.

About Harris Poll
The Harris Poll is one of the longest running surveys in the U.S. tracking public opinion, motivations and social sentiment since 1963 that is
now part of Harris Insights & Analytics, a global consulting and market research firm that delivers social intelligence for transformational
times. We work with clients in three primary areas; building twenty-first-century corporate reputation, crafting brand strategy and
performance tracking, and earning organic media through public relations research. Our mission is to provide insights and advisory to help
leaders make the best decisions possible. To learn more, please visit www.harrisinsights.com.

About Nationwide Advisory Solutions
Nationwide Advisory Solutions, formerly known as Jefferson National, is a recognized innovator with a mission to help RIAs and fee-based
advisors build their practice by helping their clients to potentially accumulate more wealth and reach their financial goals. The company does
this by developing and delivering value-added investment products, services and technologies built from the ground up to fit the fiduciary
standard—with more simplicity, transparency, choice and consumer value wrapped in an industry-leading customer experience. To learn
more, please visit www.nationwideadvisory.com

About Nationwide
Nationwide, a Fortune 100 company based in Columbus, Ohio, is one of the largest and strongest diversified insurance and financial services
organizations in the U.S. and is rated A+ by both A.M. Best and Standard & Poor’s. The company provides a full range of insurance and
financial services, including auto, commercial, homeowners, farm and life insurance; public and private sector retirement plans, annuities and
mutual funds; banking and mortgages; excess & surplus, specialty and surety; pet, motorcycle and boat insurance. For more information, visit
www.nationwide.com.
Nationwide, Nationwide is on your side, the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2018
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